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ABOUT RE•WORK
Our Mission:
To bring together research, industry and startups to apply
emerging technology, breakthrough science & entrepreneurship
to collaborate, share and inspire.
Our Vision:
To positively impact the world by applying rapidly advancing
technology and entrepreneurship to solve global challenges.
3 core principles:
• To explore rapidly advancing breakthrough technology and
cutting-edge science
• To encourage collaboration between researchers, scientists,
industry and startups
• To advance the positive impact of advancing technologies on
business and society to solve global challenges through realworld applications and use cases

FIND OUT MORE
http://re-work.co
http://re-work.co/blog
http://twitter.com/teamrework
https://www.linkedin.com/company/3016476

WHAT TO EXPECT
A line up of world-class speakers
from academia, startups and
leading industry sharing insights,
expertise and the latest
technology breakthroughs from
the lab to the workplace.

An overview of future trends in
the artificial intelligence (AI)
landscape and real-world use
cases to understand how AI will
impact your industry & create
new business opportunities.

20min presentations on
emerging technology & real-use
applications; fireside chats with
founders; showcase areas for
demos, and round-table seating
for discussions.

Networking opportunities at the
event facilitate a cross-industry
mix of attendees to come
together to learn, collaborate,
exhibit and recruit in an
interactive setting.

“

View media & summaries from previous events here:
https://storify.com/teamrework

"I enjoyed the opportunity to see what other people are doing. It sparked new ideas, validated existing
ones, and resulted in serendipitous connections.” Chief Data Scientist, Talla
“The event was excellent” Research Engineer, Facebook

"Great value for me both personally and professionally - two days where I could learn, network and
understand current and potential future trends and how best I can add value to healthcare client
companies. I have attended a number of life sciences centric symposium /conferences over the years and
always found them to be beneficial. However in my view, the size and format of this summit sets you apart,
well done and keep up the great work.” Director, ML Associates

“

“It was a fantastic experience. The networking time was well-organized and all the speakers and guests played their
role perfectly. Actually everything was perfectly organized. It was one of the best events I've ever attended.” Anon
"I think that DL in Healthcare Summit has been the best summit I have ever attended. Not only because of
the great food & beautiful space, but because of the speakers & the science, that looked like magic
available to all hands. It is a MUST if you want to know what is going to happen in the deep learning field.”
CEO, MedicSen

"Great connections, business opportunities & learning about new trends. Congratulations - another amazing
event!”, Founder, Eyeris

WHY ATTEND
The AI Assistant Summit is an opportunity to hear the latest insights,
technology advancements and real-world uses cases from industry
leaders, startups and researchers. Learn new skills and technology
trends; Meet experts in the field to progress your business; Collaborate
with academic institutions, startups and industry; Hire the new talent
from world-class universities; and Invest in revolutionary startups.

TOPICS COVERED
•
•
•
•

NLP
Predictive Intelligence
Home Automation
Voice Recognition

•
•
•
•

Autonomous Systems
Chatbots
Evolutionary Computing
Deep Learning

CONFIRMED ATTENDEES
Attendees return year after year and regularly travel internationally to
attend events in multiple global locations. A snapshot of companies
and job roles that previously attended include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aol
Apple
Barclays
CapitalOne
Google
Qualcomm Technologies
Bank of America
Inbenta
Intel
Microsoft
Novartis
Orbitwerks
Samsung
Fujitsu Laboratories of America
Renault
Autodesk

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research Scientist
Professor
CTO
Founder
Research Engineer
Vice President Technology
FinTech Program Manager
VP Engineer
Deep Learning Scientist
Developer
Principal Researcher
President
Senior Principle Engineer
Manager, Market Research
Innovation Project Manager
Engineering - Conversational AI

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS
Pararth Shah, Research Engineer, Google
Pararth is a Research Engineer at Google Research, working on deep learning
techniques for conversational AI. He develops new technology for
conversational agents that learn from both offline data and online interactions.
Previously, he was an early employee at a startup building the next generation
software development platform. Pararth has degrees in computer science from
Stanford and IIT Bombay.

Rushin Shan, Engineering Lead, Facebook
Rushin Shah is an engineering leader at Facebook, currently working on
natural language understanding and dialog. Previously, he was at Siri at Apple
for 5 years, where he built and headed the natural language understanding
group, which included teams dedicated to modeling, engineering and data

Tao Ma, Principal Architect, JD.com (Former Siri Team, Apple)
Prior to joining JD.com, Tao was a Senior Speech Scientist of Siri at Apple. As
an early member of Siri speech team, Tao's work focused on core speech
recognition technologies that power Siri, including deep neural networks,
statistical language modeling, and weighted finite state transducers. Tao has
over 10 years of academic and industrial experience across a broad range of
speech and natural language technologies.

Maarten Versteegh, NLP Data Scientist, Booking.com
Maarten works at Booking.com on the AI powering the Booking Assistant, a
customer facing chatbot that helps guests with their post-booking requests.
Before joining Booking.com, Maarten worked in industry and academia. In the past,
he has worked on machine learning models of cognition, with a focus on the
acquisition of speech and language. His professional interests include machine

Nikhil Mane, Engineer Conversational AI, Autodesk
Nikhil Mane is a Conversation Engineer at Autodesk developing technology with
the goal of making it easy for customers to seek support. He works on
developing software for delivering conversational solutions, exploring new
technologies for expanding the team's capabilities and defining technical
strategy for long-term goals.

SUGGEST A
SPEAKER
HERE

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS
Andrew McStay, Professor of Digital Life, Bangor University
Andrew McStay is Professor of Digital Life at Bangor University, UK. He is author
of a range of books on advertising, creativity, privacy and the social impact of
new technologies. Supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, he
has conducted extensive citizen-based fieldwork and interviews with the
technology industry, legal community, policy-makers and intelligence agencies
to assess the potential impact of technologies that profile emotional life.

Dani Gonzalez, Co-Founder & CTO, Robbie.ai
Daniel Gonzalez is fellow European Union’s Horizon 2020 for science, research
and innovation, MIT Launch Mentor, Global Entrepreneur in Residence for
UMass Boston, Msc. Computer Scientist at heart but BABSON MBA trained too,
and he’s co-founder and CTO of Robbie AI. He’s an expert in real time data
streaming engineering, and in his spare time, Dani is defining a totally new
way to label wild data for both for training and evaluation

Lionel Cordesses, Innovation Project Manager, Renault
Lionel Cordesses holds a Ph.D. in Computer Vision and Control. After developing
autonomous vehicles in the late 90s, he joined the Renault group in France
where he created and led the Engine Control team. Then, after six years as a
Project Manager in the field of Electric Vehicles, he crossed the Atlantic to build
and lead Renault’s Artificial Intelligence team in Sunnyvale, CA. Lionel is also an
Independent Expert in Signal Processing

Siva Reddy, Postdoc, Stanford NLP Group
Siva Reddy is a postdoc at the Stanford NLP group working with Prof. Christopher
D. Manning. His research focuses on finding fundamental representations of
language which are useful for NLP applications, especially machine understanding.
He published many papers on Semantic Parsing and Question Answering. His
research has been partly funded by grants from the Google NLU Team and the
Facebook AI Research.

Or Cohen, Head of Engineering and AI
Or Cohen is the Head of Engineering and AI at mode.ai, a startup that powers
fashion shopping through chat platforms for retailers and consumers. Together
with a small team of engineers, Or is responsible for the development of the
engineering infrastructure and algorithms that power mode.ai's visual chatbot.

SUGGEST A
SPEAKER
HERE

CONFIRMED SPEAKERS
Ma ja Mataric, Professor of Computer Science, USC
Ma ja Mataric´ is Chan Soon-Shiong Professor of Computer Science,
Neuroscience, and Pediatrics at the University of Southern California, founding
director of the USC Robotics and Autonomous Systems Center. She is a pioneer
of socially assistive robotics, her research enables robots to help people
through social interaction in therapy, rehabilitation, training, and education,
developing robot-assisted therapies for autism, stroke, Alzheimer's and other
special needs, as well as wellness interventions.

Elena Sokolova, Data Scientist, Booking.com
Elena is working on the personalization of the website and visitor profiling by
building machine learning models. Before joining Booking.com Elena did her
PhD in machine learning in the Radboud University in the Netherlands.

Maarten Versteegh, NLP Data Scientist, Booking.com
Maarten works at Booking.com on the AI powering the Booking Assistant, a
customer facing chatbot that helps guests with their post-booking requests.
Before joining Booking.com, Maarten worked in industry and academia. In the
past, he has worked on machine learning models of cognition, with a focus on
the acquisition of speech and language. His professional interests include
machine learning, human-computer interaction and conversational interfaces.

Alison Darcy, CEO & Founder, Woebot Labs
Alison Darcy, PhD, is the CEO and Founder of Woebot Labs Inc. a company that
aims to make the best psychological tools radically accessible for everyone. She
created Woebot, a friendly AI-powered chatbot that delivers cognitive behavior
therapy at scale. A clinical research psychologist, Alison was Faculty in Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences at the Stanford School of Medicine for a decade where
she developed digital health interventions for young people. With both a technical
and scientific background, Alison works at the intersection of mental health and
technology.

Nazar Fedorchuk, Founder & CEO, Senstone
Nazar Fedorchuk is the founder and CEO of Senstone. He is the visionary of the
concept behind Senstone, a sensitive voice tracker for capturing thoughts and
life experiences on the go. He has received the Chevening Open Society
Institute and Foreign Commonwealth Office scholarship in AY 2003-04, Eagle
Award and a number of US Government Awards for Superior Performance.

SUGGEST A
SPEAKER
HERE

REGISTER
REGISTER ONLINE: https://www.re-work.co/events/ai-assistant-summit-san-francisco-2018/

SUPER EARLY BIRD PASS (Expired)
SUPER EARLY BIRD PASS PLUS (Expired)

$895
$1,495

EARLY BIRD PASS (Expired)
EARLY BIRD PASS PLUS (Expired)

$1,195
$1,795

STANDARD PASS
STANDARD PASS PLUS

$1,495
$2,095

STARTUP / ACADEMIC PASS
STARTUP / ACADEMIC PASS PLUS

$495
$945

What’s included in the pass:
• Access to exhibition area & breakout sessions
• Breakfast, coffee, lunch
• Access to exhibition area
• Access to networking drinks reception
• Access to video presentations & slides after the event

GROUP BOOKING DISCOUNTS
• Get 20% off when booking 3+ tickets - use discount code TEAM3
• Get 30% off when booking 5+ tickets - use code TEAM5

HOTEL STAY DISCOUNTS
https://aws.passkey.com/event/49173079/owner/2586/home

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? CONTACT Ka Lai Brightley- Hodges

@

+1 415 670 9469

kalai@re-work.co

PARTNERS
Solvvy delivers an effortless and intelligent customer selfservice experience powered by advanced machine learning
and artificial intelligence. Companies immediately reduce
ticket volume by 15-20% and decrease operating costs while
simultaneously improving customer satisfaction. Top brands
such as Vimeo, MailChimp, GoFundMe and TaskRabbit use
Solvvy to provide omnichannel self-service to their customers
and provide immediate resolutions of customer issues.
Chatbase is a cloud-based analytics service for builders of
conversational interfaces, or bots. It gives those builders
sophisticated tools to more easily analyze and optimize their
bots (no more combing through logs!) so that user experiences
can be continually improved. Chatbase is free to use, easily
integrates with any bot platform, and works with any type of bot,
voice or text.
Global Services for Machine Intelligence, Lionbridge provides the
human component to complement and augment our customers’ AI
efforts by providing scalable and complete global coverage. As
customers move quickly to solve data problems, they can rely on
Lionbridge to offload the program management and operational
requirements to execute solutions. We align fully with our clients’
organizational structures, processes, and have over a decade of
exceptional performance working on the most sensitive client
programs.

Inbenta is a global leader in artificial intelligence and natural
language understanding. Our technology, coupled with machine
learning, fuels highly accurate KB & e-commerce search, ticketing,
knowledge management and chatbots for customer service.
Inbenta’s solution understands and delivers results based on the
meaning behind customers’ search queries, not just the individual
keywords. The result: improved customer satisfaction, reduced
support costs and 90% self-service rates.

This Could
Be You!
Become A
Partner
Here

EXHIBITORS &STARTUP
SHOWCASE
Algomus grows the collaborative intelligence of enterprises, with
people and AI agents working hand in hand to deliver exponential
business outcomes. Algomus has built Algo, the world’s first AI
enabled conversational Business Analyst and an integrated workflow
environment of its kind. Algo is always on.
Cirrascale Cloud Services is a premier provider of dedicated, multiGPU cloud-based solutions enabling GPU-driven deep learning
frameworks and HPC applications. The Company delivers a secure,
bare-metal high-performance cloud platform enabling customers to
scale their business as needed.
Algorithmia helps developers, enterprises, and academics create,
host, distribute, and monetize intelligent microservices. Today, over
30,000 developers have access to a growing library of 2,500
algorithmic microservices they can integrate into their applications
through a simple REST API. Algorithmia's mission is to advance the
development, discovery, and accessibility of algorithmic intelligence.
useAIble is a machine learning research and development firm that is
focused on innovative machine learning designed for business ROI.
useAIble's core advantages come from the Ryskamp Learning Machine
(RLM), a machine learning system developed from scratch to address a
wider range of business problems than those addressable with traditional
machine learning.
Cirrascale Cloud Services is a premier provider of dedicated, multi-GPU
cloud-based solutions enabling GPU-driven deep learning frameworks and
HPC applications. The Company delivers a secure, bare-metal highperformance cloud platform enabling customers to scale their business as
needed. The Cirrascale Cloud Services platform utilizes the full power of
modern, dedicated, directly accessible GPUs and associated compute
hardware ensuring that a wide variety of application types can be
addressed including deep learning, artificial intelligence, high performance
data analytics, and accelerated databases.
Dashbot is a bot analytics platform that enables brands and developers to
increase user acquisition, engagement, and monetization through
actionable data and tools. In addition to traditional analytics like
engagement and retention, Dashbot provides conversation specific
analytics like sentiment analysis, AI response effectiveness, message
funnels, and even full transcripts. Dashbot also provides tools to take action
on the data like a live person take over of sessions and push notifications.
Dashbot supports Facebook, Alexa, Google Home, Slack, Kik, and any other
conversational interface.

This Could Be
You!
Become A
Partner
Here

EXHIBITORS &STARTUP
SHOWCASE
NVIDIA is the world leader in visual computing. In 1999 we invented
the graphics processing unit (GPU) and today our platforms help
solve the most complex computing challenges, from deep learning
and autonomous vehicles to high performance computing and
virtual reality.
SmartEar is voice enabling mobile applications with an initial focus
on enterprise messaging. SmartEar will revolutionise business
communications through our fully integrated hardware/software
voice platform powered by artificial intelligence.

Woebot is a fully automated conversational agent that delivers
cognitive behavior therapy to the masses. Recently announcing
Andrew Ng as Chairman, Woebot's leadership is comprised of
Stanford Scientists dedicated to making the best mental health
tools radically accessible to everyone. Woebot is the first mental
health chatbot supported by clinical evidence.

The Objects.AI platform uses massively parallel processing and cloud
agnostic engine to train and build AI models. It searches through
millions of possible combinations of algorithms, data processing steps,
feature engineering and builds and tunes parameters to deliver the
best models for your dataset and use case.

AlphaBlues is automating customer service chat for the enterprise with a
proprietary AI product. The company's “secret sauce” is around intent
discovery pipeline. Focus is on deep networks capable of semantic
transfer from very limited training data. The GDPR compliant product
offers versatile tools for building, training and deploying virtual assistants
with bot-to-human handoff and an API for integration with 3rd party
software. The solution is already used by several stock listed banks and
telecom companies.

Are you looking to position your company as a thought-leader in the
space? Would you like to develop new business opportunities?
Partnership packages can include speaking positions, chairing roles,
breakout workshops, exhibition, branding, social events and much
more. We'd be happy to create custom options to suit your
marketing budget and preferences. Contact Emily on efernback@rework.co to discuss opportunities further.

